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MINUTES
Benefits Sub-Committee Meeting
January 20, 2004 - 10:00 A.M.

The Benefits Sub-Committee of the State and Public School Life and Health Insurance Board (hereinafter called the Committee) met on Tuesday, January 20, 2004, at 1:30 p.m., in the 1st Floor Conference Room of the Department of Finance & Administration Building, 1509 West 7th Street, Little Rock, Arkansas.

Sub-Committee Members Present 		Members Absent
Bobbie Davis						Nancy Sheehan			
Janis Harrison
Janie Roach										
Jeff Altemus					
Becky Walker
Shelby McCook		 


EBD Executive Director, Sharon Dickerson
 
Others Present

Ashli Davis and Susan Bumpas, Employee Benefits Div.; Preston Means, DF&A; John Hartnedy, Insurance Department; Larry Carnes, FBMC; Cameron Wedgeworth, Tamara Campbell, Angela Younce and Michael Wolff, United Healthcare; Ted Borgstadt and Clint Gabbord, Trestle Tree; Rob Thorpe and Roy Lamm, QualChoice; Eddie Frayer, Nicola Patterson and John Anthony, USAble Life; Ron DeBerry, Arkansas Blue Cross and Blue Shield; David Bridges, Health Advantage.


Call to Order                                 
Davis called the meeting to order.
Approval of Minutes                                                     
Altemus moved that the minutes be accepted as presented. Roach seconded.  
   Motion passed.

RFP for Health Plans			 
Dickerson informed the group that EBD is finalizing the health plan RFP with changes to what Milliman had proposed.  Bauerlein will review the RFP as it has been changed.  The board has not determined whether to do a Consumer Directed Health Plan (CDHP) RFP.  And EBD will be going out with an RFP for a Pharmacy Benefits Manager.  Dickerson introduced Walt Morrison as the PBM consultant who will be sitting in on the subcommittee and board meetings.

Davis asked if there were substantive changes made to the RFP.  Dickerson said yes, that they are technical issues that will help EBD administer the plan, plus performance guarantee program changes.  Altemus asked if the RFP would be available to be reviewed by committee members and Sharon said yes.  Altemus expressed being unqualified to judge an RFP but wanted to read it.  Dickerson encouraged him to join the review committee and that EBD staff and Board members would be glad to educate him in the process.

United Health Care
The following United Healthcare representatives were introduced:
Michael Wolf, Ex Dir of United Healthcare
Cameron Wedgeworth, Dir of Acct sales and mgmt
Tamara Campbell
Angie Yonce
Presentation:
Wolf said that an initial issue in discussions with the state regarded United’s network coverage.  According to Wolff, in the past, the networks were slim, since 99 they have expanded into 13 counties.  He said currently, their network includes 47 hospitals and 3000 contracted physicians and their goal is to have a full-coverage statewide network.  They are following along with United Healthcare’s national agenda to expand coverage.  Also plan to support statewide coverage with border counties coverage in other states.  In Arkansas United Healthcare currently covers 125,000 people. The national network has expanded somewhat in recent years.  End goal is to provide access to a large number of specialties, to cover ‘split dependents’ that reside in other states.

Cameron Wedgeworth discussed United’s service model.  Wedgeworth expressed that a lot had changed since they were last a vendor for the State.  Claims production, Service Center, and Account Management Team have all been improved.  He reported that the amount of claims rework has decreased.  They have improved auto adjudication rates from 37.5% to 73%; electronic submission rate has also increased.  They provide a dedicated account management team for large accounts.  Sr. Acct. Mgr, then client service mgr, specific dedicated claim advocate that would help with our special needs. Dickerson expressed gratitude that a dedicated rep would be available.

Tamara Capbell explained the technical tools that would be available whether the State chose to implement a CDHP or a traditional health plan.  Every member has access to own personal information, benefit plan information and provider networks. Their site also provides health and disease content for research along with an online nurse chat.  Their treatment cost estimator online lets members research average in and out of network cost and what the benefit plan pays.  If the State chose to implement a CDHP, balances in spending account could be viewed online.  Their sits also allows research statistics on hospitals and providers prior to treatment.  Davis asked about the source of that particular data.   Campbell said that it is mostly Medicare data using Leapfrog as a filter.  

McCook asked if they have any clients using CDHP.  Teresa said yes but McCook clarified to say “public entities.”  Teresa said that she’d have to look but she pointed out a Forbes article where Forbes talked about CDHP success for their company’s employees.  

Campbell discussed open access HMO that does not require a PCP and said they are very successful with this because nurses use predictive model to manage care. 

Davis asked the status of the 16 counties in which they lack of coverage.  The response was that they would hesitate to say because negotiations are ongoing, noting they currently cover 75% of the state population.  Campbell noted that not all of the CDHP plan management is web based, the nurses are available by phone to help members make informed choices.  

5.  Smoking Cessation Program				
Dickerson noted that the Clinical DUEC recommended a smoking cessation program and the Fiscal DUEC agreed and recommended that the Benefit Subcommittee review the concept.

See discussed the role that AdvancePCS would play to work in conjunction with Trestle Tree.  See highlighted the details of other smoking cessation programs in Oklahoma, South Dakota and the state of New York.   See said that AdvancePCS could easily set up a way to provide smoking cessation medications to members at half price.  Hartnedy asked See to clarify the cost of smoking to the health plan and work place productivity.  He then asked Bauerlein whether he agreed with the idea of smokers costing the plan $1600 more a year.  Dickerson said that the state of KS adds $10 to health premiums for smokers.  See said that she would send Hartnedy a copy of the CDC report that shows impact of smoking from pre-natal effects on through life, including productivity losses and time off from work.  According to See, based on statistics it could be expected that 1400 people in the health plan would attempt to quit if a smoking cessation program was offered.  APCS estimates a ‘treatment period cost’ to the plan would be $184,000 a year for funding the smoking cessation medications.  For over the counter products, the cost to the plan would be $220,000.   She emphasized that these are estimates of the cost magnitude it could cost the plan.  Bauerlein said that if we achieved any success with this program, the medical plan savings would help offset any cost of implementing this program.  Thorpe said that in public sector, plans have given their members a set period of time to quit using this type of program, and if they didn’t quit than that would raise their premium.  

See said she asked Ted from TT to be here b/c she believes that medication alone cannot help people quit successfully but that health coaching assistance is needed.  See said that South Dakota had found the same thing.  She mentioned that State of Ok abandoned their coaching component b/c they didn’t feel like they achieved a ROI on the coaching investment.  She noted that South Dakota makes participation in counseling mandatory in order to receive medication.  See said that they would work to make sure that if counseling is a component that they’d make sure the members would be activated in their system so they could get medications.

Davis asked if employees voluntarily admitted that they were smokers and Dickerson said she asked the state of Kansas and they said that they just went by what people told them.

Ted Borgstadt of Trestle Tree said that he and See have had discussions about how their companies could interface in this project.  Borgstadt quoted AR statistics related to smoking.  He mentioned the increase in children smoking now and said that any impact they could have on the homes would impact the kids.  Borgstadt introduced Clint Glabbord who founded Trestle Tree who talked about the program they have with JBHunt that also combines obesity with smoking cessation.  Trestle Tree’s pricing is 50 cents per member per month and they estimate success rates of over 40% for those that enroll.  He pointed out the potential savings if they achieve that success.  He estimates a $28 per member per month reduction in medical costs.  Borgstadt clarified that the 50 cent fee would be charged for each health plan member, even non-smokers.  But he said that they could reconfigure the cost to be just for participants in the program but that would look higher.  The basic idea is that it takes a certain amount of money to run such a program. Borgstadt pointed out that it costs about $50 per participant per month for the counseling portion.  Since the enrollment numbers in this program is unknown, he quoted the price across over all eligibles to be 50 cents.  He offered to talk to Dickerson further about fee structure.  Dickerson said that in the end, she prefers the “per member per month” structure.  Dickerson asked what would happen if they didn’t see continued participation in the program, if the plan would have to pay the entire year cost.  He said they could look at that and joining the plan with the med component to make it more successful.  

Hartnedy asked the status of the overall Trestle Tree health coaching program and Borgstadt said that they’ve just gotten started but they are encouraged by the feedback they are getting from plan participants.
 
McCook said that this effort to improve health needs a lot of thought because there is a statewide effort in this matter and that many agencies besides our health plan need to be involved.  He said the committee should do more planning before making any recommendations.  Dickerson said she would contact Health Dept and Dept of Human Services to get them to come to the committee meeting next month.  Hartnedy said that he has met with Kurt Knickrehm and Faye Bozman about the Gold Standard Program and wants to talk about this at the board meeting tomorrow.  

Hartnedy said that he wants language added to RFP regarding the possibility of rate impact for smokers.   Dickerson said that she didn’t think that anything would have to be written in the RFP about this since the plan is self insured but rather, start notifying plan members this summer that rates may be impacted because of smoking.  

Borgstadt mentioned their program with JBHunt that encompasses obesity, smoking and other non-chronic health related factors and that the company has implemented this program company wide.  He expressed interest in discussing this further with this committee.  Hartnedy said that it was not necessary for Borgstadt to come to the board meeting the next day because they are still in the planning states.  Hartnedy asked Dickerson to send the state Gold Standard information to Trestle Tree and said they will likely be invited to the board sometime in the future.  McCook said that he would not be in favor of any type of premium adjustment being mentioned in the current RFP or any discussion about that in the future because if we even hit the minimums on success with the smoking cessation that the plan will pay for itself and save the plan 3 million dollars.  He said he’d rather not start out with a punishment aspect to the premiums until the program has been implemented fully. Hartnedy said that he would like to still consider the rate increase but only after giving members an opportunity to have access to a program like the AdvancePCS/Trestle Tree program.  Dickerson noted that health care costs are going to continue to rise and that people need to be educated about the impact of their behavior beyond just their poor health. She’s not against a different rate for smokers.  Hartnedy said that he’s hoping to get additional data from Milliman on this.  Hartenedy mentioned more about the premise behind the Gold Standard program in that it is more reward based than punishment based.  Dickerson said that she likes the idea of rewarding those with healthy behaviors b/c she’s had many calls from members asking why they can’t get a decrease b/c they have healthy habits.  Bauerlein said that he had another client that had a program where they rewarded members by a reduction in premiums if they promise to wear their seatbelt and not to smoke.  The question arose whether we could count on people’s honesty on a health risk assessment to charge rates. Walker said that people will not be honest based on her experience with the One Care Street survey.  It was noted that there would have to be a concrete way to verify tobacco use.  Dickerson noted that this would be a big administrative project and that EBD would have to have help from another vendor to do this.  Hartnedy said that he would suggest using local health department offices to do this checking and that would show how committed they are to the health project.

Consumer Driven Health Plan
Bauerlein highlighted several factors regarding the premiums and the trend for future premiums for the State employee health plans.  The plan is seeing 8% annual increase in cost which is below national trend.  The pharmacy plan had a 22% rate increase for 2004 and he’s predicting an 18% increase for 2005.  Dickerson said that the numbers at the board meeting will show how high the expense is running now.  See asked about the plan design and noted that there were no deductible changes last year.  Bauerlein said that the DUEC committee might need to look into that since there has been no change recently.  McCook asked the reason for the increase in pharmacy cost. See said that ingredient cost is one factor, plus switching to newer higher cost drugs and the inflation of drug costs set by the manufacturer.  Dickerson said that the board will be considering other factors tomorrow regarding pharmacy coverage.  Davis asked if they were going to get detail on utilization such as who is buying what, etc.  See said a lot of that is already covered in the monthly reports that APCS provides.
PSE PLAN
Bauerlein said that the Public School plans are running well and that he’s forecasting a ‘rate pass’ for the Health Advantage plans next year.  QC experience is running poorly from June on with a 94% loss ratio for the year.  No major rate increase happened last year but they’re projecting a 22% increase in rates for 2005.  Lamm from QC questioned how those rates were calculated.  Hartnedy said that we apparently underestimated the experience for the plan for 2004 based on the good numbers at the time but the actual experience hasn’t born that out.  Bauerlein agreed but he also said it is early and things could change.  He noted that QC has relatively small enrollment on the PSE side and that the potential loss from too low of premiums won’t have overwhelming impact on the self insured money pool.  PPO PSE plan is running well.  RX plan is running well too. 2004 had 17% rate increase and he projects only a 13% rate increase for Rx in 2005 which is below the national average.  He said that they would continue to watch the QC numbers to judge the impact. A discussion ensued regarding rate calculation.
6.  Medicare for Prescription Drugs				 
Bauerlein summarized the Medicare prescription program that has been proposed.  2006 drug benefit becomes available but the intent is for stand alone plans to have a part.  There will be a premium associated and a fee for late enrollment in the Medicare benefit. Baurelein said that it appears to be a benefit worth the $35 cost to participants.  Employers that offer coverage to retirees will likely be looking at paying the premium for this coverage in lieu of continuing to cover the retirees on their own Rx plan.  Bauerlein said that there will be a Federal subsidy available to our plan and Altemus asked whether our plan would qualify.  Bauerlein said he thought our plan would easily qualify.  Bauerlein noted that higher income seniors would see their premiums increase.  Dickerson asked if she correctly understood that the plan would get this subsidy if if allowed the retirees to stay on the plan and the answer was yes.  Bauerlein said he predicts that most employers will likely pay the Part D premium and maybe help fill in the gap for the out of pocket expense for the retiree.  Bumpas said that she had read that employers could not pay the premium for their retirees and Baurelein said he would clarify that.  He noted that it doesn’t go into effect until 2006 and more clarification would come before then.  
7.  Medical Savings Plans					
Bauerlein reported on Health Savings Accounts (HSA’s).  He noted that organizations are rapidly beginning to offer these types of accounts.  McCook asked what would keep us from administering our own plan and having a record keeper keep up with the money.  Bauerlein said that he’s not aware of any restriction but the criteria are that employers have to have a plan with a high deductible in order to qualify for this type of account.  The money is portable and can go with the employee when they leave employment.  Bauerlien asked if this meets some of the goals that the committee and the board are trying to achieve.  Altemus said that they should just look the current plan designs and see if they could be changed in such a way to make it eligible.  McCook noted that the plan design would have to be changed to meet the criteria.  Davis said that the allocation of the state subsidy would change to be put in the employee’s hands and Dickerson agreed.  Bauerlein said that many possibilities exist on how to fund the spending account, such as a match similar to a 401k fund.  Bauerlein noted that this plan would avoid the issues related to communicating a CDHP that EBD is concerned about.  Altemus said that this seemed to achieve the same goals as CDHP and Dickerson and Bauerlein agreed.  Altemus said that theoretically ones insurance premiums would decrease with a larger deductible and that would allow the rest of the money that was spent on premiums to go into the healthcare spending account.  Walker said that they could potentially have the same problem with the wrong people enrolling in this type of plan.  She said that one is not eligible to participate in this HSA until they are participating in a high deductible plan.  She’s concerned that members would be on a plan with a high deductible without having had time to build up money in the HSA account to cover that deductible.  Hartnedy said that companies like Golden Rule pre-fund those accounts as a sort of a loan until the accounts are fully funded.  He said that in RFP’s we should ask how these factors are handled.  Hartnedy said that its too early to make this decision.  Dickerson said that people that truly have concerns about high health bills wouldn’t use this type of plan.  Walker said that she feels they would indeed move if the premium is significantly lower because they move now when premiums are just a few dollars different. The question was raised about whether this decision would need to be made soon in order to put into place for 2005 and the answer was “yes.”  McCook asked why we couldn’t just increase the premium on our existing PPO plan and the answer was that we could.  DeBerry asked what would happen to the drug component.  Dickerson said that she and others are already looking at a stand alone drug plan that could partner with this type of plan.  Dickerson said that the pharmacy plan could be designed in such a way to make them work with these type of plans and she will bring recommendations back to this committee and board.  

Dickerson noted that we are investigating the differences between the ASE and PSE plans and will be bringing recommendations to this committee to change the invitro fertilization benefits now covered under the PSE PPO plan.   Hartnedy noted that in all the discussions about consumer driven health plans the intention was never to make major changes to the benefit plan design.  He asked how soon EBD would need to know about a decision on CDHP to have time to do an RFP.  Dickerson answered that an answer was needed from the board tomorrow.  Hartnedy stated that he’d like a recommendation from this subcommittee to go to the board tomorrow regarding CDHP.  Dickerson said that she thinks that in order to do an RFP for Healthcare Spending Accounts or CDHP that we need a recommendation from this committee today.  Baurlein said an RFP is not needed for a Healthcare Spending Account because they are available on the open market similar to buying an IRA.  Hartnedy said that at some point CDHP and HSA’s will have to work together so we might as well ask the same vendors to respond to both questions.  Information such as when deductibles are met would have to be communicated.   Walker noted that AASIS only has so many deduction slots and that we would have to centralize where HSA deductions go.  Hartnedy said that CDHP vendors could also manage the HSA’s and that we’re probably not ready to have the HSA’s be a stand alone program, it would have to be integrated.  Dickerson said that the only funding that the vendors would get is administrations fees but that EBD would keep the actual premium money because the plans are self insured.  The vendors would do the bookkeeping to track it.  The vendors would have to administer both programs according to Hartnedy.   DeBerry asked to clarify whether this type of an RFP would be for just a test group and the answer was yes.  McCook said that it still makes sense to him that the CDHP RFP needs to be separate from other RFP’s and that HSA’s should be available to everyone that’s on a plan that qualifies (i.e. $1000 deductible plan).  He didn’t want the HSA’s to be discriminatory.  Discussion continued about the differences between CDHP’s and HRA’s.  Thorpe said that we are likely to be courted by many financial companies asking to be the one vendor for the HSA’s.  Dickerson said that it would be necessary to go out with an RFP for the HSA’s.  Dickerson noted that Larry Carnes from FBMC is our Section 125 administrator but also administers HSA’s for other companies.  Thorpe noted that the investment component is another pitfall that the state would have to consider.  McCook noted that we could spell out performance guarantees around the investment component and pattern it after what FBMC currently has.  

Bauerlein discussed Consumer Driven Health Plans and summarized the discussions thus far in a handout.  Altemus questioned whether people would be able to take CDHP money with them when they leave service.  Dickerson said that CDHP plans can be designed to go either way (either keep it or lose it) based on plan design but most CDHP vendors feel that the portability of funds is what makes the CDHP attractive.  Dickerson noted that if the consumer driven health plan is implemented, the big question is whether the employee is allowed to take the money in the account with them.   Committee agreed that they would not allow people that terminate to take money with them but retirees that stay on health plans could continue to have access to their account balance.

McCook moved that the committee recommend to the board that EBD go out with an RFP for Healthcare Savings Accounts and a separate one for a pilot Consumer Driven Health Plans.
Roach seconded.
Davis adjourned the meeting.


												

